Choose the Correct Word

**Parent Directions:** Have your child read each sentence and choose the correct spelling of the word to complete the sentence.

1. My Dad and I were ________ breakfast.
   cooking     cookking

2. Have you ever tried ________ on your back in the swimming pool?
   floatting     floating

3. I will be ________ my brother for helping me with my chores.
   thankking     thanking

4. Mom told us to stop ________ each other on the swing.
   pushing     pusheing

5. I was ________ a song I like as I walked along the path in the park.
   huming     humming

6. Is that a little rabbit I see ________ across our backyard?
   hoping     hopping

7. While we were ________ after playing ball, Jin’s mom offered to take us to get a pizza.
   restting     resting

**Take-Home Activity (BLM 8)**
Word Study & Vocabulary 1: Unit 4: Review of double, e-drop, and no change
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